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Abstract
As the society-wide digitalization unfolds, important societal processes are being captured at an unprecedented level of detail, in turn enabling us to better understand and improve those processes. Vehicular transportation is one such process, where the availability of vehicle trajectories holds the potential to enable better routing. In particular, the increasing availability of trajectory data renders the traditional routing paradigm, where a road network is modeled as a graph and weights are assigned to edges, obsolete. Instead, new and data-intensive paradigms that thrive on trajectory data are called for. The talk will cover several such paradigms, focusing on so-called cost-oblivious routing, where no cost or costs are associated with routes, but where historical trajectories are used “directly” for routing. Even massive trajectory collections are sparse in this setting, and a key challenge is to transfer trajectories to uncovered source-destination pairs so that routing can be done for any such pair.
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